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Numbers 34:1-29    
Name: __________________________              Date:____________________

1. Who spoke to Moses (Numbers 34:1)?

2. Who was Moses to command, and (2) whose land did Israel inherit  (Numbers 34:2)?

3. Name a country that was by Israel’s southern boarder (Numbers 34:3)?

4. From which direction did their border turn (Numbers 34:4)?

5. Unto  which river did the their boarder reach  (Numbers 34:5)?

6. What is the natural western border for Israel (Numbers 34:6)?

7. What mountain is by Israel’s northern boarder (Numbers 34:7)?

8. Towards the entrance of what city was did the boarder point (Numbers 34:8)?

9. Name two cities were at Israel’s Northern border (Numbers 34:9)?

10. Israel’s eastern border went from Hazarenan to what city (Numbers 34:10)?

11. The eastern boarder of Israel descended to what sea (Numbers 34:11)?

12. Name an important river in Israel (Numbers 34:12)?

13. How many tribes were set to inherit the newly conquered territory (Numbers 34:13)?

14. Name the two-and-a-half tribes that already received their inheritance (Numbers 34:14)?

15. Where was the location of the inheritance of the two-and-a-half tribes (Numbers 34:15)?

16. To whom did the LORD speak (Numbers 34:16)?

17. Name the two men who divided the land (Numbers 34:17)?

18. How many princes from each tribe were taken (Numbers 34:18)?
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19. (1) Who was the prince from the tribe of Judah, and (2) what is his father’s name  (Numbers 34:19)?

20. (1) What is the name of Ammihud’s son, and (2) from what tribe are they (Numbers 34:20)?

21. (1) From what tribe was Elidad, and (2) what is his father’s name (Numbers 34:21)?

22. (1) Who was the prince from the tribe of Dan, and (2) what is the name of his father (Numbers 34:22)?

23. (1) What is the name of the son of Ephod, and (2) from what tribe are they (Numbers 34:23)?

24. (1) From what tribe is Kemuel, and (2) what is the name of his father (Numbers 34:24)?

25. (1) Who is the prince form the tribe of Zebulun, and (2) what is the name of his father (Numbers 34:25)?

26. (1) What is the name of the son of Azzan, and (2) from what tribe are they (Numbers 34:26)?

27. (1) From what tribe is Ahihud, and (2) what is the name of his father (Numbers 34:27)?

28. (1) Who is the prince from the tribe of Naphtali, and (2) what is the name of his father (Numbers 34:28)?

29. What did the LORD command (Numbers 34:29)?

30. What are some different observations you have about Numbers chapter thirty-four?


